
Firefox Marketplace Developer Dashboard:
Pre-installed app submission 
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To be addressed by UX in Q4 with Operator Dashboard work



Developers who want to submit their app for consideration 
as a pre-installed app can find the links to do it and track 
the progress of their review in the Manage Status tab, 
along side the Marketplace review information and their 
options for delisting and deleting their app from the 
Marketplace. This is where this information will always “live,” 
although we will point to it from the end of the Marketplace 
submission flow as well. 

This screen will show one of three status messages: Not 
submitted, Application Submitted, and Update available.

For the Not Submitted status, a button will offer “learn 
more” button  which will take the user to a screen with 
more info and options to submit. The update available 
status will offer a “update your test plan” button.



For the Submitted status, only a message is shown to 
users. 



For the update available status, a message is shown and an 
update button is shown. Clicking the button goes directly 
to the Ts&Cs page with the upload and submission links.



A question icon is provided to quickly answer “what is 
this thing?”  We need some quick copy to explain pre-
installed status. This copy could also be used at the end of 
the submission flow to advertise this new addition to the 
Marketplace



Clicking the “Learn more” button takes the user to a page 
where more info on the Pre-installed apps progam is 
explained, the test plan is offered by a download button, 
and a link to submit the test plan is offered. 



Clicking the submit or update buttons takes the user to a 
screen that displays the additional Ts&Cs for the program 
and provides a checkbox to accept the terms and a button 
to upload the completed testplan file. 

The submit your app button is only active once the terms 
are agreed to and a test plan has been uploaded.  After 
submitting the app, the user is taken back to the Manage 
Status screen. 
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The current Manage Status screen, for visual design 
reference. Please note that there are efforts underway 
to bring the developer dashboard in-line with the visual 
styling of the consumer faceing Marketplace pages, so this 
feature’s visual design will change to reflect those changes 
by the end of the year.


